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Percy's search for the proof of
God's existence in our time con·
tinues but with a difference here.
Lancelot accepts as proof of
God's existence His shadow, or
sin. He sets out to commit the
perfect sin, ironically, as an act of
confirmation and faith. This approach is consistent with the
strong tradition of gnosticisi;:i ~n
Jewish mysticism. Because 1t _is
so esoteric, few people readily
perceived Percy 's inte ntion .
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What A Friend We Have in Walker Percy
In a widely publicized talk .
Walker Percy made in 1982, the
renowned Pulitzer prize-winning
novelist, a Southerner and a
Catholic, noted a "common
strain" between "the Southern
novel of a generation ago" and
"the so-celled Jewish novel."
Pondering that connection, Percy ...
fouf\d it stran ge that "the Southern Jewish voice, with a few
exceptions, is yet to be heard."
The absence of a strong Southern Jewish literary tradition is
atrangtf', given the close association in the past of literaryminded Jews with such well
known Southern literary adventUres as the Fugitive MOve:ment in Nashville and the emergence of The Double Dealer in
New Orleans. One recalls also the
well known work of David Cohn
in Mississippi and Harry Golden
in North Carolina. Yet Southern
Jewry has, in a sense, h.ad its
voice an enormously articulate
and 'eloquent on<', ema nating
from Covington, Loui siana. That
voice is none other than Percy's.
Out of the richly imaginative,
multilayered hcmisphcrP~ of h~
brain the landscapes of his poetic
hC'art'. and the religious tapestries
of his soul, he has for a gene- .
ration now recorded hi" affection
for and his wonder over the special Tole in histof1.. Judaism has
had. You don'L hifve Lo he Levy
to love Jewish wry breutl

one thing I believe and I believe
it with every fibTe of my being. A
man mus t live by his lights and
do what little he can and do it as
best he can. In :.his world goodness is destined to be defeated.
But a man must go down fighting. That is the victory. To do
.anything less is to be less than a
man.
All this ari'les as much from a
Jewish
context as from a
Kirkegaardian one. This is
confirmed
by
Bolling's
description of himself: " ... it is
true that I am Jewish by instinct.
We share the same exile. The fact
is, hQwever. that I am more Jewish than the Jews I know. They
are more at home than I am. I
accept my exile." That Jews are
the key to Bolling's successfully
finding himself is made clear by
his observation that " .. . when a
man awakes to the possibility of
a search and when such a man
passes a Jew in the street for the
first time. he is like Robinson
Crusoe seeing the footprint on
the beach."
· Again, in The Second Coming.
the protagonist's obje<"tive is to
find the proof of God's existence.
His starting point and constant
rallying cry is that Jews " are a
sign of Goers plan " for the uni·
verse and that their presence on
earth confirms His existence.
When the protagonist takes it
' inl.o hi.s h~ad that the Jews
e
~IRiiiii!l~.{l~~Hro~ Carolina. .he.<l>e· .
~es convinced that God- is
"abandoning both llis plan and
,humankind ent~ely .
The pro-Semitic position Percy
takes is predicated upon his belief
that the election of the Jews, that
is, their Chosenness is, indeed .
part of God's mas ter plan in
providing for salvation and re·
demption
achieved
through
Judeo-C hristian history . The
meaning of Judaism is locked
into the meaning of Christianity,
and vice ve~, But religion is
beset by mysteries , and given
Percy's inquiring mind, it might
have been expected that he would
· 11-ttempt at some point to deal
with the complex mystery of sin .
It is the subject of Lancelot.
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l>Q .,.,_.k ~rnd- iHG\z--;;-- - bet ween Jewish major and minor
chords. Jewi <; h charncterist ics
and values ar» sometirrn' <; praised . sometimes criticizP:l. in the
latter instanc• . by tlw bigoted
rednecks and roughnrcks who
people his pa ~es; and Old Test .. amenti ·
s a,nd ten!"t ,
,
invoked- by' intense Snu~ern ,'

Percy's mos t recent boo~, a
work of non-fiction entitled
LOST IN THE COSMOS
(Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
$14.95), reiterates the proSemitic stanc1; of the novels.
Increasingly pessimistic over
humankind's potential for
nuclear destructio n, Percy gives
us in this last self-help book two
choices for survival. One of these
is based on scientific rationalism,
following B. F . Skinner's theories
of behaviorism, an approach
which seems to provide for more
universally fre1' options yet one
strongly opposed elsewhere in
Percy's work because. it totally
ignores human yearrung and 1t
fails to provide expression for
spiritual longing.
The second choice is religious
traditionalism in the same
contexts found in the novels. ,
Scientific rationalists may view~
both Judaism a d C hristianit~~-..
preposterous, h ut from.,t.; o
point of view the'·~ •
.
civilization's
oul~.~ ~
<'
.
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ma a messu1r
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Southern
. <'!~·".:'.·to~·
Jewry , has ~ 'O~ \ ~ ~
have Percy '%"' $-~ r
voice. It's hig ~ i
said so.
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Christian
undamPnt
a lists~f. · ·, •
lndeed,
it is I easy
~o think
Percy himself in an image he 1s
fond of using for others, that of
· ,Jacob wrestling with the An~I
of God, for Percy wants nothing
less th~ an updated Covenant
between God and His wot.shippers. A conce.r~ for Covenant
is pervasive, and 1t JS attended by
the considerations of Chosenness,
Me1Uchlichk'1i f, dispersion and
alienation, all employed by Percy
to illwnlnate his constant search ~
for the proofs of God's existence .
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stages, .from the
,..._. ,,-...,_..J>'
~tiC w- the ethical stage,
hlch is to Sl\Y that he comes to
awareness of a contractu~l
~~ral oblig:ition to be his
bi other's keeper. to be a mens~h.
An aunt giv1's him some ·~:nee
on tha~ subj,,ct. She says, ...
:idstential
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